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Overview 

Last September, Google Enterprise became Google for Work. Google for Work includes several 

applications optimized for business collaboration. Google promotes its solutions as a means to a “digital 

workplace,” with a strong focus on collaboration. The suite is designed as a cloud service and offers 

strong capabilities for mobility. Google Apps for Work is a core product suite, which includes collaboration 

applications as well as real-time communications from Google Hangouts. 

UC technologies generally refers to six broad categories: conferencing, IM/presence, messaging, 

clients/endpoints, telephony, and extensibility (APIs). Google provides all of these – well almost. Google 

does offer PSTN services, but lacks enterprise voice capabilities. It should be noted that UC solutions 

from both IBM and Microsoft initially exclusively relied on third-party telephony solutions.  

Google for Work’s enterprise services offer powerful solutions for collaboration. Google’s services have 

been hugely successful with small, medium, and large businesses, as well as within the education and 

government sectors. Google reports that 5 million businesses use Google Apps, including 64 percent of 

the Fortune 500. 

Google Products 

About 10 years ago, Google transitioned two of its consumer technologies (Search and Gmail) to 

enterprise products with improved features, controls, and services. Since then, Google’s solutions for 

business have increased and now include applications, platforms, infrastructure, and devices. The 

following table provides many of the relevant Google services appropriate for business.  

 

Functional Area Google Product or Service 

Productivity Suite Google Apps 

Email    Gmail (Google Apps) 

Word Processing    Docs (Google Apps) 

Spreadsheet    Sheets (Google Apps) 

Presentation    Slides (Google Apps) 

Calendar    Google Contacts 

Real-Time & Conferencing    Hangouts 

Cloud Storage     Google Drive 

Website Hosting    Sites 

Operating Systems ChromeOS, Android 

Browser Chrome 

Social Google + 

Note Filing Keep 

Speech and Context Awareness Google Now 

 

Google Apps 
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The central component of Google for Work is a suite of applications known as Google Apps for Work. 

This browser-based, cloud service includes Gmail, Calendar, Docs, Sheets, Slides, and Drive. Google 

Hangouts also is included within Apps.  

 

The Google Apps Marketplace makes integrated add-on applications available from third parties. The 

suite is very similar to the free/advertising-based consumer version but offers additional management and 

security features. Separate versions of Google Apps are available for education, government, and 

nonprofits.  

 

Google has rapidly scaled its rate of updates to Google Apps in 2014. Earlier this year, Docs received 

revision marks. Docs, Sheets, and Slides added accessibility and support for Microsoft Office track 

changes. Google Apps application clients for iOS were updated recently with improved mobile device 

management security and the ability to open, create, and edit files (including Microsoft Office and Open 

Office formats) -- even when offline.  

 

While consumers have been utilizing Drive since 2007, Drive for Work was introduced to businesses in 

2012. And though Drive is relatively new it is clearly very strategic. Google has been marketing Drive 

aggressively, and the company recently reported Drive has 240 million active users, up 50 million since 

June 2014. Google recently removed storage limits (now unlimited) and continues to increase file-type 

support.  

 

Google Hangouts 

Google Hangouts is a real-time communications platform and service that includes instant messaging and 

real-time voice and video communications. Hangouts are supported across Google applications and 

platforms (browser-based on desktops and Chromebooks, and a client for iOS and Android). Chat 

histories are automatically saved the user selects to turn off chat history. Hangouts enables real-time 

communications between two or more users.  

 

A common feature of enterprise instant messaging is integration with voice in enterprise UC deployments. 

Examples of integration include escalating an IM conversation to voice, or automatically changing status 

to reflect when on a call. This is a challenge with Hangouts, as the application doesn’t offer a means for 

integration. Most enterprise voice solutions also include an IM solution, therefore enterprises must choose 

one or utilize both solutions. The previous generation of IM was XMPP-based Google Talk which 

integrated with several other UC platforms.  

 

Google Hangouts offers video integration with Blue Jeans (service), Hangouts to Other (product), and an 

audio-only integration with UberConference. Hangouts are supported across a wide range of operating 

systems and devices. For Chrome users, Hangouts does not require a plugin, but it is not a WebRTC 

application, so other browsers currently require a downloadable plugin.  

 

Google Hangouts currently supports up to 15 people within and outside of an organization. The solution is 

oriented toward desktop users, but it can be expanded to accommodate larger groups or mobile devices. 

Earlier this year Google introduced Chromebox for meetings which includes a control device unit, an HD 

camera, microphone and a remote control. The Chromebox for meetings solution is manufactured and 

distributed by several partners, and includes an integration to Google Calendar for resource booking. 

Also, several third-party hardware accessories, such as the Logitech CC3000e, and can expand personal 

meeting solutions to groups with an external camera appropriate for a small room. 
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Android 

The Android mobile system has proven to be very strategic for Google, though not a source of direct 

revenue. Android is the leading smartphone operating system, followed closely by Apple’s iOS. Most 

studies show Android has about half of the mobile market in the US. The top producers of Android-based 

devices are Samsung, Huawei, Lenovo, and LG (in that order). This is not counting Android variants 

based on the open-source code, such as Amazon’s Fire devices. Globally, approximately seven Android-

based phones are sold for every iPhone. (That may strike many US-based readers as odd, because 

Apple has its strongest share in the wealthier and more developed countries.)  

 

Google is working to widen the appeal and released Android 5.0 in October, a major upgrade with many 

enterprise-oriented features. Given that Android rollouts and upgrades tend to lag the release, very few 

devices have Android 5.0, but that will change during 2015.  

 

Android 5.0 offers a new "Managed Profile” that runs applications within a secure environment. Enterprise 

applications can be contained separately from each other as well as from personal applications. There’s 

also a new task-locking feature that allows IT to temporarily restrict a user from exiting an application or 

accessing the home screen. The most likely use case will be specialized devices such as a warehouse 

management device or, potentially, kiosk-like applications. 

 

This latest release includes improvements for enterprise mobile management (EMM) and mobile device 

management (MDM) solutions, creating a standard framework for managing all Android devices. 

Currently, many EMM/MDM vendors are required to adapt their products to reconcile the differing security 

and management features from Android device manufacturers. 5.0 also includes security improvements 

that harden the operating system. Battery performance is also expected to improve.  

 

Chromebooks 

Enterprises have wrestled with simplifying costs of distributed workstations. Each workstation imposes 

complexity and effort around upgrades, patches, maintenance, and security, so there’s a need for 

simplified solutions. Microsoft offers enterprise automation tools, and several vendors including Microsoft, 

Citrix, Dell, and HP offer thin client or virtual desktop infrastructure solutions. Since PC applications are 

inherently designed to run locally, various limitations prevent widespread deployment of thin client 

architectures. In UC, thin client restrictions have to do with the complexity of managing audio and video 

on a centralized server.  

 

Google Chromebooks are available from several vendors. These laptop devices utilize very simple 

hardware, run on ChromeOS, and are designed primarily to run applications in the cloud. Chromebooks 

typically run less than $200. The local software is maintained by Google, with automatic updates. The 

devices are generally considered secure because they have little or no data locally stored on them, 

receive automatic updates, and support encrypted sessions. Chromebooks are capable of rich UC 

interactions with Hangouts and a handful of other applications. They can also download and run Chrome 

applications that work offline. 

 

Chromebooks offer a lot of value for a low cost. To date, they are doing exceptionally well in K-12 and are 

also being adopted in a variety of other verticals – last July, Google said that schools purchased more 

than a million Chromebooks in Q2-14. Overall sales of Chromebooks are very strong, with an estimated 

5.2 million units sold in 2014, up about 80 percent from 2013. Chromebooks can complete many tasks 

offline and store most content in the cloud.  

 

Recent upgrades to Chromebooks include improved management for domain administrators, including 

the ability to push bookmarks. Google has released four Android apps for Chrome. If the Android 
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ecosystem of applications becomes available on Chrome, then Chromebooks will have much broader 

appeal, pitting the Chromebook more competitively against laptops and tablets. The Chromebook 

potentially could replace a video-enabled desktop and phone.  

Analysis 

The UC features from Google are compelling, but they must be evaluated as part of a larger collaboration 

ecosystem. Hangouts is highly integrated with Google Apps and Android. Thus, one should consider 

Google for Work’s larger collaboration platforms as the pertain to Hangouts.  

 

Enterprise Voice 

As noted above, Google does not directly offer an enterprise telephony solution. Google Voice provides a 

simplified single-number experience and PSTN services, but it is too simple to meet the needs of 

enterprise telephony. Moreover, Google itself is not a telephony-oriented company. Even on its own 

corporate campuses, the company does not provide Google-branded phone service to its employees. 

Despite the company’s general preference for its own online applications and Android-based mobile 

phones for communications, Google has an enterprise telephone system at its campus to address typical 

enterprise telephony requirements.  

 

Hangouts’ proprietary nature makes it impossible to integrate it fully with an enterprise telephony solution. 

However, a few interesting options are emerging. Esnatech specializes in Google integrations and is now 

resold by both Avaya and Cisco. gUnify offers click-to-dial and other features as a service via partnered 

providers, using the BroadSoft platform. Switch.co is a new UCaaS provider staffed by former Googlers 

that is building its value proposition of integrated telephony and Google Apps. Switch.co, like others, must 

also provide a redundant solution for IM.  

 

Another form of emerging integration is utilizing either Chrome or a Chromebook as an endpoint. Both 

Avaya and LiveOps offer agent solutions for contact centers intending to use cost-efficient Chromebooks. 

gUnify, RingDNA, and mPortal offer softphones for Chrome. Several of these solutions were announced 

recently, and more announcements are expected in the near future.  

 

It is not clear if Google will ever embrace enterprise voice more directly. If it does, the two most logical 

avenues would be either to enable integration with Hangouts or to offer a Google-powered enterprise 

voice solution. From an enterprise UC perspective, Microsoft, Cisco, Avaya, and many others offer many 

of the services found in Hangouts plus enterprise voice.  

 

An alternative view is that enterprise voice will decrease in importance and the world will catch up to 

Google. Companies who use Hangouts can conduct rich text, voice, and video communications internally 

as well as with external users. This vision is realistic, but timing is questionable. Microsoft launched Lync 

with this vision. Then came the 2010 release, which included major upgrades around enterprise voice and 

a broader selection of telephones.  

 

Integration: Google offers some very clever integrations among its services. For example, airline 

confirmations sent in Gmail now automatically appear in Google Calendar. Google recently announced a 

new feature within Hangouts on Android that offers a one-tap option to share the location from within the 

conversation if someone asks, “Where are you?,”. The Google Drive app on Android and iOS offers OCR 

features on uploaded documents – effectively turning the camera into a document scanner.  

 

Contextual Awareness: Several UC companies are promising that contextual awareness within UC will 

offer several future benefits. For example, a search for a contact named Bob might yield 10 results, but 

contextual awareness might offer a single Bob based on recent email messages, appointments, or 
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location. While many UC vendors are discussing this as a future feature, Google presently offers Google 

Now.  

 

Google Now is an intelligent personal assistant available within Google Search on the Chrome web 

browser, Android, and iOS. Google Now uses speech recognition or text input to answer questions, make 

recommendations, and perform actions that may include delegating requests to a set of web services. 

Along with answering user-initiated queries, Google Now proactively delivers information to the user by 

predicting useful information based on location, appointments, email, and search habits. 

 

Google vs. Microsoft  

Historically, Google positioned Google Apps For Work as a replacement to Microsoft Office. The company 

ran a campaign called “Gone Google” that highlighted companies that had made the switch successfully. 

More recently, Google has transitioned to a message of coexistence rather than replacement. An 

example of this is Google Drive for Work, which integrates with Windows and recently added support for 

15 Microsoft Office file types in Drive, including .pps and .ppsx presentation files, along with templates 

and macro-enabled files. Similarly, the new CEO of Microsoft has toned down the battle by dropping his 

company’s Scrooged campaign that ridiculed Google and introducing or improving clients for Office and 

Lync on Android.  

 

At the moment, it seems to be détente, not war; however, these two companies still share extensive 

overlap across their portfolios:  

 

Functional Area Google Product or Service Microsoft Product or Service 

Productivity Suite Google Apps Office 

Email    Gmail (Google Apps)l    Outlook and Exchange 

Word Processing    Docs (Google Apps)    Word 

Spreadsheet    Sheets (Google Apps)    Excel 

Presentation    Slides (Google Apps)    PowerPoint, Sway 

Calendar    Google Contacts    Outlook and Exchange 

Real-Time & Conferencing    Hangouts Lync 

Cloud Storage     Google Drive OneDrive 

Mobile OS Android Windows Phone 

Desktop OS ChromeOS Windows 

Browser Chrome Internet Explorer 

Social Google + Yammer 

Note Filing Keep OneNote 

 

Microsoft and Google each have their major advantages. Microsoft has a huge base of customers using 

Windows, Office, and Skype. Google maximizes collaboration through its cloud-first approach, popularity 

of free consumer applications, and widespread adoption of Chrome and Android. Neither, has fared well 

in consumer or business-oriented social, however, Microsoft has boosted multi-user collaboration in 

Office 365, and Google has progressed with offline functionality.  

 

Both Microsoft and Google are experimenting in contextual awareness, which means using algorithms to 

help identify the context of information. Today, Microsoft offers Cortana, and Google offers Google Now. 

These speech-enabled assistants offer advice on matters such as when to leave for an appointment by 

peeking into the calendar for the time and location-based on factors such as current location, traffic 

conditions and then recommends a departure time.  
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Contextual awareness is still young, but is promising. It’s clear that a company’s success with contextual 

awareness will depend on access to multiple types of information – calendar, documents, contacts, call 

patterns, searches, location, and much more. While some of these sources can be made available to any 

provider, the provider that has direct access will gain advantages. In other words, the shared drive on 

which an organization standardizes will likely affect the customer’s future regarding contextual 

awareness. This is likely why so many firms are battling over the shared drive. For this reason, Google 

recently increased user storage on Drive to unlimited.  

 

This month Google upgraded Google Now on Android to include voice search within Drive. Saying, “OK, 

Google – search for [file name] on drive,” will open the file. Android was already speech-enabled. This 

improvement makes opening a file on Drive easier.  

 

Google vs. Microsoft is less about the products and more about the ecosystem. To some degree, every 

enterprise uses products from both companies, and this is likely to remain true for some time. The 

strategic question is which line of products is used more or, potentially, which is growing in usage. This 

evaluation isn’t just a matter of Hangouts vs. Lync, but must also include Apps vs. Office and other 

accompaniments such as Active Directory, Android, etc. Google is further down the path on HTML5, 

WebRTC, Cloud, and mobile. In other areas, Microsoft solutions tend to be more capable, with a more 

polished user interface, and can provide robust local/offline capabilities.  

 

Final Thoughts 

Google for Work solutions are not funded by advertising. That’s both good and concerning: Good in the 

sense that workplace productivity and collaboration tools should be free from advertising; concerning with 

regard to Google’s long-term commitment to providing business services. Over 90 percent of Google’s 

revenue comes from advertising-related services. This potentially explains why Google seems to be more 

accidental regarding its success and appears to focus very little on sales and marketing.  

It does appear that Google is committed to business services. Initially, Google Apps for Work was very 

similar to the consumer solution, possibly a low-cost experiment. That is no longer the case. Apps for 

Work has seen significant business-oriented upgrades, and the updates are increasing in frequency. New 

services, such as the Google Compute Engine, have strictly commercial services with no advertising 

angle at all.  

While Google Search advertising revenue growth may be slowing, search competition is growing rapidly 

in the mobile segment. Last quarter, advertising revenues grew at their slowest rate in six years. In 

addition, search outside of Google’s domain is growing. In September 2014, Amazon reported that search 

for products on its site had grown 46 percent over the past year.  

 

A quick review of recent enterprise-oriented improvements reveals a pattern of focus and commitment. 

This effort is a logical extension of Google’s consumer services, and Google’s enterprise services are 

very robust and complementary.  

 


